RISH IV. Immunoglobulin diversity.
RISH considers that cell surface components involved in like cell identification are not involved in the structure of the plasma membrane per se and are attached to a part of their mRNA. the mRNA then acts as a template for the synthesis of DNA. Thus the component at the cell surface is attached to an RNA/DNA receptor. If there is a conformational change in the component (antigen) this will cause a distortion in its RNA/DNA receptor. This distortion is then detected by a tissue specific T lymphocyte which removes all or part of the RNA/DNA receptor from the aberrant cell and the lymphocyte then undergoes replication. During this process receptor RNA/DNA is incorporated into the daughter lymphocyte which becomes a B lymphocyte/plasma cell producing immunoglobulin. The initial tissue specific T lymphocyte becomes a dual functional helper/suppressor cell. The B lymphocytes use the RNA from the RNA/DNA receptor to synthesize the variable region of the first antibody, IgM1. This antibody (IgM1) does not react with the antigen, ie. the distorted component, or the receptor RNA, but with receptor DNA. The DNA of the receptor base pairs with its complementary strand in the B lymphocyte, and the complementary DNA acts as a template for mRNA synthesis. This results in the production of IgM2 and IgG that can bind the antigen and receptor RNA. These antibodies (IgM1, IgM2 and IgG) when endocytosed by the stimulating cell will also complex cytoplasmic mRNA and nuclear DNA and prevent the synthesis of the antigen that initiated the immune response. If other classes of antibodies are to be produced they will follow a similar pattern (IgM1, IgA and IgG or IgM1, IgE and IgG). From the codons of the known amino acids, the codons for amino acids from translation of the complementary DNA strand have been calculated. The amino acids derived from the complementary codons are considered to represent sequences of amino acids in the antigen as represented by the DNA of an RNA/DNA receptor. For these sequences of amino acids, each has a complementary amino acid as defined by the normal codon. These complementary amino acids are then used in the synthesis of the variable region of the antibody.